COVID-19 analysis - update
As per 31 March 2020

P/E valuations and first analyst downgrades
-

First analyst downgrades show expected EPS decline for 2020: -36%
At the moment such analysis are purely based on historical data, not on effective
updated of companies outlooks. The total US GDP should be -5% for 2020.
At the moment analysts expect a U shape rebound, not a V shape.
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Translated in PE and valuations
-

S&P 500 Index at 2’280 points discounts a 30% EPS decline with 20x multiple.
With a PE of 18 times, we are discounting 22% decline on EPS.
Markets are discounting a lot, but are not cheap, if we take into consideration a U
shape rebound. Therefore we are going to still have volatility in the next 2 months,
while companies are going to update their outlooks.
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Possible economy recovery scenarios
-

Most of analysts are expecting an U recovery as base scenario.

-

President Trump is arguing to finish the lockdown period at the end of April. Europe
could reopen slowly after the 19 of April.
In USA 50% of the population has 400 USD saving for “raining days”.
Therefore, the 1k USD from the fiscal package going to help for a maximal period of 1
month. This fact explain the pressure of Trump to reopen as soon as possible.
Afterwards the risk of a moratorium cascade is enormous.
The huge spike in US jobless to 32.1% of the labor force is already the confirmation.

-

But analysing the “Road map to reopening” of AEI (US National Coronavirus
Response), the Phase 3, which is the fully normalisation of economy, would be “once a
vaccine has been developed, has been tested for safety and efficacy, and received FDA
emergency use authorization, states can move to Phase 3” .
https://www.aei.org/research-products/report/national-coronavirus-response-a-roadmap-to-reopening/

-

-

What that means translated to banned travelling? Tourism? Normalisation?
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Sweden taking a different path
-

Sweden is not only worrying about the financial consequences of a lock down, but also
arguing, recessions kill too (mainly increase of alcoholism and suicides)
Efficient redistribution of resources (stewards of SAS helping health care sector)

https://uk.news.yahoo.com/swedens-resistance-lockdown-raises-questions-155335578.html

-

Economist Edward Yardeni is also proposing to slowly move to normalisation, but
elderly people should prolong isolation.
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Chinese PMI rebound
- Chinese PMI again over 50, at 52. Chinese economy again in expansion
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Diverse comparisons of mortality rates
Deaths by Coronavirus are still far from the normal deaths of Seasonal Flu
Annual traffic fatalities is by 313’903, suicides at 249’904 (Sweden is actually more
worrying of such increase!)
on statistics is too high, because statistics are wrong:
- Mortality
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/The-evidence-on-Covid-19-is-not-as-clear-as-wethink

-
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Medicaments
-

Abbott Lab has received emergency use authorization from the US FDA for the fastest
available molecular point of care test for the detection of novel Coronavirus: 5 minutes

-

Gilead product Remdesivir looks like the most realistic solution. The company is
evaluating 2 studies in China.

-

JNJ has selected vaccine candidates, but emergency use authorization from FDA
should be in early 2021.

-

Regeneron and partner Sanofi announced that the first patient has been dosed in its
Phase 2/3 global trial evaluating Kevzara. The US-based trial is expected to enroll up to
400 patients.
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Development new cases
-

In Europe, ex UK, number of new cases are generally falling compared to the average of
the last 3 days
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/coronavirus-cases/#daily-cases

-

US and UK are still around 10 days from the peak (suppose to be 30-35 days)
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Technical analysis

-

There are a few strong technical signals, showing a clear market bottom,
but with some volatility over next months:

-

S&P dropped 3.5 standard deviations from its 52 week average
Market Breadth really oversold
DAX at price/book
Comparison with 1987
Record low for precious metals juniors relative to gold
IG spreads of 298 basis points are at their cheapest level since the
global financial crisis. Since 1990, when spreads have been greater
than 250bps, 12-month subsequent returns have been positive in 14 out
of 17 cases, with a median return of 15%
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Technical analysis (TSIG functionality in Bloomberg)

-

S&P Index has dropped 3.5 standard deviation from its 52 weeks average
From 1990 it happened only 3 times
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Technical analysis

-

But volatility will persist during the next 52 weeks.
Apart 1929, we can affirm, the rebound is on average +15% over 52 weeks
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Technical analysis

-

Market Breadth SPX: drawdowns & rallies (top)
New 52 week highs minus new 52 week lows: in March 2020 was -80%
It was the 3rd lowest in history after 2008 and 1930s.
Also Bull/Baer Ratio was incredible depressed
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Technical analysis

-

German DAX Index is trading at Book Value
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Technical analysis

-

Best comparison is the correction during 1987
Today, we could retest the lows in 2 months time, which make perfectly
sense, if we take into consideration the coming Earning season.
The technical rebound was due to general rebalancing before the end of Q1
and the start of Central Banks QEs.
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Technical analysis

-

Comparison with 2008: new lows possible by July/August 2020
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Technical analysis

-

Energy high-yield credit spreads just reached record levels, while WTI
prices are at 18 year lows.
Previous divergences marked major turns in oil.
Oil in the process of bottoming? Or this time is different?
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Technical analysis

-

Valuation of Goldmines never being that attractive, especially in an
environment of QEs, bullish for Gold.
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Some encouraging news from the investor community

-

Blackrock chairman’s Fink: the world will get through this crisis. The
economy will recover. And for those investors who keep their eyes not on
the shaky ground at our feet, but on the horizon…..ahead, there are
tremendous opportunities had in today’s markets.

-

Warren Buffet: Buy when there’s blood in the streets

-

German Billionaires are buying depressed shares like Lufthansa.

-

Ackman’s Pershing Square takes off coronavirus hedges and invest,
adding to long portfolio

-

Our best in classes funds started to reduce hedges

-

General rebalancing at the end of Q1 2020

-

BoJ (Japanese Central Bank) was buying stocks
China central bank interventions and was buying stocks
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Disclaimer

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended for information
purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to make any investments. Opinions and
comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to
ensure that other such publications are brought to the attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes
mentioned in this publication may not be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider the
suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate for individual circumstances, or
otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial
risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are
obtained from sources believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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